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Children's Perceptions of Child-Friendly Shaped Fruit and Vegetable Snacks: are they seen as more Fun and Appealing?
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Abstract

Background

The nutrients provided by fruits and vegetables are essential for optimal growth and development, yet fruits and vegetables continue to be under-consumed by most children. Children's liking of foods is a primary predictor of intake, suggesting that increasing children's liking of fruits and vegetables may serve as an initial step toward increasing their consumption. The objective of this study was to determine if healthy fruit and vegetable (FV) snacks presented in child-friendly (CF) shapes were perceived as more fun and therefore better liked by children, as compared to FV snacks offered in regular shapes.

Methods

Convenience sample recruited in a local shopping mall and two large grocery stores. Children (n=365) participated in a survey and both children and adults completed an optional taste-test of apples, cucumbers, cantaloupe, and sweet potatoes offered either in regular shapes (small chunks and slices) or in CF shapes (butterfly, chick, flower and teddy bear).

Results

Data indicated that CF-shaped FV snack samples were 34.2% more likely to be selected than their regular-shaped versions (OR 1.342, 95% CI 1.024 – 1.760, p<0.033). Children perceived the shape of CF-shaped fruits and vegetables as more fun than that of regular-shaped fruits and vegetables (p<0.001). Children's ratings of the appearance, taste and texture of the FV snacks were high, (lsmean ± SE ≥4.35 ± 0.08) but ratings were not significantly different between CF- and regular-shaped samples.

Conclusions: Results suggest that the shape of FV snacks may play a role in children's perception of these foods as being "fun" and may encourage children to try (and eat) those foods; however, future research is needed to explore the size, color, and shapes that are most likely to also increase the liking and consumption of healthy snack foods, such as fruits and vegetables.
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Introduction

Many fruits and vegetables are nutrient-dense foods – low in fat and calories, but rich in vitamins, minerals, fiber and phytonutrients [1, 2]. These nutrients are especially important for healthy growth and development during childhood, when nutrient needs are high relative to total caloric intake [3]. Measures of diet quality such as the Healthy Eating Index (HEI) reveal that children have low intake scores for both of these food groups, with the exception of fruit during the preschool years [4]. The prevalence of adequate fruit and vegetable (FV) consumption among U.S. children typically decreases with age; less than 14% of adolescents meet the minimum recommended daily levels of fruit intake and as little as 3% achieve the minimum intake recommendations for vegetables [5]. Because dietary intake patterns track through childhood and adolescence into young adulthood [6, 7], public health efforts to increase FV
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intake would likely have the greatest impact when implemented early in life.

Asserting pressure on children to eat healthful foods has been shown to be ineffective and may result in lower FV consumption and the development of picky eating habits [8]. Less forceful approaches, such as making fruits and vegetables more available and accessible (i.e. serving cut-up versus whole produce) have been shown to increase intake, particularly among children who have an established low preference for fruits and vegetables [8, 9]. Additional factors of FV consumption include: age, sex, socioeconomic status (SES), effort (i.e. time required for FV preparation), and the sensory properties of fruits and vegetables (i.e. aesthetics, presentation, smell, taste and texture) [10, 11]. Typically, younger children, girls, and children from higher SES households consume higher levels of FV [11].

Successful appearance-focused efforts to increase the appeal of foods among children include offering foods in child-friendly (CF) shapes. For example, Olsen et al. (2012) reported that children preferred pictures of star-shaped over regular-shaped vegetables [12] and Jansen et al. (2010) found that children’s consumption of novel, visually appealing fresh fruit arrangements was nearly 85% higher than consumption of the same fruits when they were offered in the usual style [13]. However, results are not consistent, as others suggest that providing snack foods in “cute” (vs. standard) shapes does not increase the amount of food consumed [14, 15].

To date, there is a scarcity of data on children’s acceptance and liking of fun, healthy FV snacks [12, 13]. The objective of this study was to determine if healthy FV snack samples presented in CF shapes were perceived as more fun and were better liked by children (compared to the same foods being offered in regular shapes, such as cubed or sliced). To pursue this objective, data were collected to explore whether children would elect to try (and eat) a greater percentage of CF-shaped FV samples and if children would report higher ratings of “fun”, appearance, taste, and texture of the CF-shaped FV samples.

Methods

Study Sample

A convenience sample of participants was recruited at a shopping mall and two large supermarkets in an urban location in northwestern Indiana. A research station was set up next to the children's play area in the shopping mall and at the entrance to the produce department in the grocery stores. Any child who demonstrated interest in the research station and who was accompanied by an assisting adult was invited to participate, if they wished to do so. Parents and caregivers were invited to participate as well (results published elsewhere [16]).

Each research station consisted of a table that housed two interviewing areas equipped with laptop computers, Likert-type facial descriptor response scales for children to help them respond to the survey questions, samples of the study foods, as well as colorful stickers which were offered as compensation for participation in the study. Since no personal information or personally identifiable data were collected, this study was determined to be exempt from review by the Institutional Review Board.

Survey Design

A web-based Qualtrics’ survey containing “yes/no” questions and Likert-type facial descriptor response scales was developed and administered at sites with Wi-Fi Internet access, an identically worded paper-version of the survey was used at sites without Internet access.

The Likert-type facial descriptor response scales consisted of five facial descriptors (faces) representing a scale ranging from “not at all” to “very/very much”. The facial descriptor modification of Likert-type scales has been used extensively as an age-appropriate tool in research on children’s liking of and preference for food [17, 18]. The statements on the survey were read aloud to the children, who indicated their responses both verbally and/or by pointing to a paper copy of the five-point scale; responses were recorded by the research staff. Current level of hunger; child’s general liking of foods with fun shapes (examples given were goldfish- and bear-shaped crackers, dinosaur-shaped chicken nuggets, etc), child’s perception of the food samples as being “fun” shape; and rating (visually or by taste-test) of the appearance, taste, and texture of the samples were recorded using the five-point scale.

The questions about the FV snacks for children choosing to taste-test the snacks were “I like foods that have fun shapes”, “This food has a fun shape”, “The food looks good” (appearance), “The food tasted good” (taste), “The food felt good in my mouth” (texture). For children not wanting to taste the food, the questions were “The food looks like something I would like to eat, but not right now” (visual, liking), “The food looks like it would taste good” (visual, appearance), “The food looks like it would taste good” (visual, taste), “The food looks like it would feel good in my mouth” (visual, texture).

Time of last meal eaten was reported by the parents and recorded in hours and minutes; child’s sex was recorded as boy or girl and weight category was estimated using visual comparison scales, however, since estimated body weight category of the child was deemed not reliable information (due to variations in clothing and ability to assign children to one of the possible nine body shapes, ranging from very thin to extremely obese), those data were not analyzed.

All researchers involved in the data collection were trained prior to the start of data collection to ensure adherence to standard protocols and language for administering the questionnaire to limit interviewer-based bias. Data collection was conducted morning, midday and evening on weekdays (n=14) and weekend days (n=11).

Study Foods

Study foods were selected based on size, shape, and textural properties, to allow the shaping of the foods using cookie cutters, and by color—white (Fuji apples, cucumbers) and orange (cantaloupe, sweet potatoes). Foods were either peeled and cut into bite-sized rectangular pieces (apple, cantaloupe), slices (cucumber),
One of four possible shape and color combinations of the sample foods was randomly selected for each study day: a) regular-shaped white foods, b) CF-shaped white foods, c) regular-shaped orange foods, or d) CF-shaped orange foods (photographs of foods available upon request).

The food items were kept in coolers to prevent spoiling and offered to participants as an optional taste-test to all children who completed the survey. If participants declined the taste-test they were asked to visually rank the foods’ attributes. Children’s refusal to participate in the study or answer any or all of the survey questions was honored. The number of food items offered to participants and the number of uneaten samples that were discarded were recorded daily by food type and shape. These data were then used to estimate the desirability of the study foods.

### Statistical Analysis

Descriptive statistics to describe the sample population were generated. Statistical analysis was performed using Statistical Analysis Software (SAS Version 9.3, 2010, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). Both survey types (paper and electronic) were collected at the shopping mall, paper surveys were collected at the grocery locations. To include a possible variation in the responses due to the location or the survey type, a three-level variable indicating survey type/location (paper/mall, electronic/mall, and grocery) was created and included in the statistical model (to control for possible confounding). Data were analyzed in aggregate.

Differences in the likelihood of selecting a sample when the food was CF vs. regular shape were estimated using logistic regression contrasts. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to assess the influence of sample shape and participant sex on perceptions regarding food shape. Sensory ratings of CF- and regular-shaped foods were analyzed using an ANOVA model including survey type/location and sex as covariates. The central limit theorem allows the use of parametric tests for highly skewed data, provided that the sample size is large [19]. Self-reported hunger level was not significant and was therefore not included in the model. Statistical significance was assumed at p<0.05.

### Results

A total of 365 children (56.7% girls) participated in the survey (Table 1). The majority of children (98.9%) tasted at least one of the sample foods prior to providing sensory ratings and the remaining 1.1% (n=4) who did not taste the samples visually rated the sensory properties of the foods. Approximately two thirds of all surveys (69.6%) were collected at the mall and 46.3% of surveys were administered electronically.

On days when CF-shaped samples were offered, the odds that the participant wanted to taste test were 34.2% higher than when the regular-shaped samples were offered (OR 1.342, 95% CI 1.024 – 1.760, p=0.033). Participants more frequently selected fruits than vegetables. There were no significant differences in selection frequency for any of the five shapes (butterfly, chick, flower, teddy bear).

Children reported a high level of liking for “fun-shaped foods” in general (Figure 1). Average reported liking of fun-shaped foods did not vary significantly between CF- and regular-shaped foods (lsmean ± SE: 4.41 ± 0.08 and 4.24 ± 0.08, respectively). Children’s mean rating of “how fun” they perceived the food shapes was higher when CF-shaped foods were offered (lsmean ± SE: 4.46 ±0.10) compared to regular-shaped foods (3.54 ± 0.10, p<0.001). Girls reported higher ranking than boys across both CF- and regular-shaped foods (p<0.002).

Shape (CF vs. regular) was not a significant predictor for ratings of appearance, taste, or texture. Girls reported higher ranking of appearance (lsmean ± SE: 4.52 ± 0.08 vs. 4.35 ± 0.08, p=0.013) and taste (4.60 ± 0.08 vs. 4.50 ± 0.08, p=0.032) and child’s sex approached significance for texture ratings (p=0.066). The Likert-type sensory scale combining appearance, taste, and texture ratings showed no significant differences between children’s ratings of CF-shaped (lsmean ± SE: 4.50 ± 0.07) and regular-shaped foods (4.40 ± 0.07); however, girls assigned higher mean scale scores for both CF- and regular-shaped foods as compared to boys (p<0.008).

### Discussion

Results of this study suggest that children perceived the CF-shaped FV snacks as being more “fun” than regular-shaped FV snacks. Also, CF-shaped foods were more likely to be selected for taste testing compared to the regular-shaped FV. Children’s self-reported liking of the food’s appearance, taste, and texture was not
appreciably affected by the shape of the food. These results suggest that although offering FV in CF shapes may capture children’s attention (i.e. at the grocery store, in school, or at mealtimes) and encourage them to select and taste these foods, however, our data show that children did not like the CF-shaped FV better.

High preference for fruits and vegetables has repeatedly been shown to correlate with higher intake in children [18, 20, 21]. Zeinstra et al. (2007) suggested that the most important determinants of liking foods in young children were appearance and texture, while taste and understanding of health benefits of foods become more important in older children [22]. This study was designed to explore the concept of visual appeal and measure its impact on liking; however, no differences in children’s liking (i.e. sensory ratings) of the CF- and regular-shaped foods were observed. Participants did report that the CF-shaped foods were perceived as more fun, which one may expect to result in increased FV intake, even in the absence of reported differences in liking. As Jansen et al. (2010) reported, offering fresh fruit in a novel, visually appealing presentation increased children’s intake by almost 85%, independent of earlier taste scores [13]. The duration of this positive “novelty effect” must be investigated further to determine if it could result in sustained increased FV consumption.

Participants’ responses regarding their general preference for the CF-shaped foods and their overall liking of the samples were differentially distributed by the children’s sex. Jaramillo et al. (2006) reported similar results in that preschool-age boys expressed lower overall preference for 11 familiar fruits as compared to girls [17]; these findings were echoed in older children [23]. Furthermore, although only shapes with predictably high appeal were selected [24], it is possible that girls felt a higher attraction to these shapes than boys, who might have responded more strongly to the shapes of their favorite toys or super-heroes.

Although the frequency of snack consumption has increased over the past 40 years [25], very little of the total daily quantity of FV consumed by Americans is eaten as snacks [26]. According to the Produce for Better Health Foundation, only 1% of vegetables are consumed as snacks (66% are eaten at dinner) and although fruit intake is more evenly distributed across eating occasions, snacks still only account for 15% of total fruit intake [26]. Thus, convenient and appealing FV snacks could potentially increase the total FV consumption significantly, if they could be added to the diet without replacing the FV consumed at meal time.

As all studies, this study too has strengths and weaknesses. Strengths of this study include the large number of participants and the use of a variety of fruits and vegetables, which allowed results to be applied to two food groups, rather than to individual foods. One potential limitation of the current study is that participant age was not recorded. The objective of this study was, however, to establish
children's general interest in CF-shaped fruits and vegetables prior to examining marketing methods targeted to specific age groups. A second limitation was that the mode of data collection chosen did not allow differentiation between the specific shapes of the samples. Although that approach would have allowed the researchers to draw conclusions about the most liked shape, it might have limited the number of children volunteering to taste test the foods (since the serving platters would have looked less interesting). It is noteworthy to mention that some subjects taste-tested both a fruit and a vegetable and some subjects taste-tested multiple shapes.

Conclusions
Participants were 34.2% more likely to try the offered fruit and vegetable snacks when they were presented in child-friendly shapes. Further, the shaped snacks were perceived as being more fun than the regular-shaped versions of the same foods. Future studies on the long-term effects of offering CF-shaped foods as well as research on the size, color, and specific shape preferred by children of different ages are needed, especially in settings using a wider variety of fruits and vegetables and allowing the exploration of the effect of age, weight status, socio-economic background, and ethnicity.
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